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Abstract

A business application automates a collection of business processes. A business process describes how a set of logically related tasks are executed, ordered and managed by following business rules to achieve business objectives. An “online book purchase” business process contains several tasks such as buying a book, ordering a book, and sending out promotions. In this ever changing business environment, both of business applications and business processes are modified to accommodate changed business requirements and improve the performance of the organization. These continuous modifications introduce problems in the following two aspects: 1) Business process definitions are rarely updated to reflect the current business processes deployed in business applications. 2) Business processes may be cloned (e.g., copied and slightly modified) to handle special circumstances or promotions. Identifying these clones and removing them help improve the efficiency of an organization. However, business processes are defined with textual languages that cannot be automatically understood.

To maintain business process definitions up to date, we present our techniques that automatically recover business processes from UIs of business applications and identify clones in the recovered business processes. We leverage UI design patterns, which present the best practices of UI designs, to capture business processes from UIs. To refine the recovered business processes and mark the functionally equivalent tasks, we use existing code clone detection tools, such as CCFinder and CloneDR, to detect clones in business applications, and lift clones from code level to business process level. The effectiveness of our techniques is demonstrated through a case study on 15 large open source business applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Business applications implement business processes, which describe the order of executing tasks, for the daily operations of an organization. Business processes and business applications keep on changing due to market competitions. In the business domain, business processes are often changed to accommodate new business initiatives and improve the performance of the organizations. In the software domain, business applications are modified to add new sophisticated features. However, the business process definitions are rarely updated to reflect current business processes deployed in business applications. This results in inconsistencies between as-documented and as-implemented business processes. Since this discrepancy may cause business analysts with insufficient knowledge of the deployed business processes and business applications, business analysts may copy an established business process or a business task and modify it slightly to experiment with new initiatives (e.g., different business flows). In this way, task clones, which deliver the same or similar business functions, are prone to be introduced. In the following sub-sections, I give an overview of the background.

1.1.1 Business Applications

Business applications enable organizations to automatically perform their daily operations and processes, such as catalog management, order handling, and campaign promotions. Business applications are often implemented using multi-tier architecture which contains a user interface (UI) tier, a business logic tier and a database tier, as shown in Figure 1-1. In the User Interface (UI) tier, a user interacts with a business application by filling and submitting requests using a web browser. The business logic tier coordinates requests, makes logical decisions and performs calculations. In the business logic tier, a controller captures user requests and dispatches them to
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Figure 1-1. Three-tier architecture of business applications

the appropriate back-end components for processing. A back-end component implements one or more business tasks. A controller also determines the flow of execution by either invoking another back-end component to execute tasks or requesting additional user input by loading another UI screen. While processing a user request, the back-end component may communicate with the database tier to retrieve or update data from the database.

1.1.2 UI Design Patterns

In the UI tier, business applications nowadays often provide web-based UIs, which accept input and provide output by generating web pages. The web-based UI includes various widgets (e.g., forms, links and tables) which are interface elements supporting different UI functionalities such as input, output and navigation. UI design patterns, which describe the functionalities delivered through groups of UI widgets [29] and use the best practice to solve specific problems in UI designs, are commonly applied in the UI tier of business applications to better deliver the functionalities. For example, browse patterns [68], which present a set of objects in a tabular format, are generally adopted by online shopping applications to display the available products. As shown in Figure 1-2 from the Nokia online store [57], a list of cell phone plans and the related attributes are displayed in a table to allow users to browse. As useful tools for designing user interfaces, UI design patterns are summarized and collected in [19][68][74][75].
1.1.3 Business Processes

A business process describes how a set of logically related tasks are executed, ordered and managed by following business rules to achieve business objectives. Business applications implement a set of business processes to fulfill business goals. For instance, an on-line bookstore implements several business processes such as buying a book and managing the inventory. These processes are composed of several tasks. For example, as shown in Figure 1-3, the purchase-book process would contain tasks, such as searching for books, adding the selected books into a shopping cart if the books are available, checking out and validating the buyer’s payment approaches (e.g., checking credit limits). These tasks are connected and governed by business rules which are continuously modified and optimized.
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Business analysts create, visualize, and analyze business processes using business process modeling tools, such as IBM WebSphere Business Modeler (WBM) [37]. Business process definitions are often described in proprietary formats used by particular business process modeling tools. Business processes can also be specified using standards, such as XPDL (XML Process Definition Language) [81] or BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation Specification) [10]. A business process definition consists of four major components:

- **Tasks** describe the lowest level of detail needed to achieve a business activity, for example, “Check credit limit”, or “Calculate final price”. A task can be an automatic task that is implemented in the back-end components of business applications and can be automatically executed, or a human task that is delivered by UI screens of business applications and requires human interactions. Users interact with human tasks by providing data. Human tasks in turn invoke automatic tasks which accept inputs, perform functionalities, and return outputs (to other tasks, users or databases). Automatic tasks are implemented in various programming languages, such as Java.

- **Sub-processes** are a group of interrelated simpler tasks. For example, a “Get payment address” sub-process can contain several simpler tasks, such as “Get the receiver’s name”, “Get billing address”, and “Get postal code”. A sub-process can be further divided into more sub-processes and tasks.

- **Data flows** describe the input and output data for a task or a sub-process. For example, tax information and product price can be the inputs for the “Calculate final price” task.

- **Control flows** define routing constraints for executing tasks. We list below examples of routing constraints:

  1) **Sequence** – one or more tasks (or sub-processes) and control flow constructs connected in a sequential order. Their sequence of execution is unconditional. For
instance, a “Select payment method” task must be made before we can move to the “Shipping goods” task.

2) **Alternative** – describes a single thread of control which selects an execution path among two or more alternatives. For instance, a customer can pick a payment method during the check-out process. A *Decision-relation*, which describes two alternative paths, is a special case of the alternative relation.

3) **Loop** – is used for repeating the execution of one or more tasks. The loop constraint has a termination condition. For instance, a customer can keep on putting items in a shopping cart until the customer decides to check-out.

4) **Parallel** – allows two or more threads of control to proceed autonomously and independently until all threads of control are merged once they are completed. For instance, both the customer and the inventory department must be informed when an ordered item is out of stock.

5) **Pre- and post-conditions** represent entry and exit conditions for a particular sequence of tasks.

### 1.1.4 Task Clones in Business Processes

Business processes are often designed for a particular department, an organization or a domain. The knowledge is seldom shared across the boundary of the departments, organizations, and domains. To optimize business processes, a business analyst needs to manually identify repeated business tasks across multiple processes in order to reduce redundant processing steps and improve the overall performance of the organization. This requires business analysts to recognize task clones. More specifically, task clones refer to tasks which deliver the same or similar business functions across multiple processes. Business processes are usually cloned as well to mitigate the risk associated with modifying complex and critical business processes [16].
or when experimenting with new initiatives in business processes. These cloned processes are rarely integrated back into the original processes leading to duplicate business processes. By analyzing the code corresponding to a task, we can detect task clones, since task clones have similar implementation involving code clones, which are identical or almost identical code fragments. Looking at Figure 1-4(c) and Figure 1-4(d), we identify that View shipment info and Browse shipment info tasks are implemented by two cloned HTML tables shown in Figure 1-4(a) and Figure 1-4(b). Similarly, the two instances of the Create order invoice task are implemented by code clones presented in Figure 1-4(e) and Figure 1-4(f).

Figure 1-4. An example of task clones and code clones
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1.2 Problem Definitions

We identify the problems associated with business process definitions and business applications.

1) **Inconsistencies between As-documented and As-implemented Business Processes**: this discrepancy introduces difficulties for business analysts to modify or optimize business processes and for software developers to implement the changes proposed by business analysts. Without a correct understanding of current deployed business processes (i.e., as-implemented business processes), business analysts cannot effectively propose changes to improve the performance of business applications or accommodate new business requirements. Without an up-to-date business process definition, which explicitly denotes links between the tasks specified in process definitions and the corresponding implementations in the business applications, it is difficult for software developers to identify the appropriate code segments that must be modified in response to changed business processes.

2) **Task clones in business processes**: as a business application grows in size and complexity, these task clones increase the cost of maintenance and require refactoring at the source code and business process levels. If software developers implement the required changes or fix bugs in the implementation of a task, it may be necessary to locate and update the implementation of other task clones by replicating the changes. Due to the complexity of business processes and the size of business applications, automatic techniques are needed to identify such clones at the business process level. For business analysts, the cloned tasks with different names make the processes difficult to understand. Changes in task clones require software developers to manually locate all the code fragments that contribute to the task clones. To reduce the costs and improve the productivity of business process optimization and software maintenance efforts, it is beneficial to detect task clones and refine business processes to explicitly denote and document task clones.
1.3 Challenges

To recover complete business processes, Hung and Zou [35][36] propose a business process recovery approach that extracts business processes from the multi-tiered architecture of business applications, including the UI tier and business logic tier. When recovering a business process from UIs, Hung and Zou [35][36] start from an initial UI page, map UI widgets (e.g., forms) into tasks, and identify control flows through tracing page navigation flows. However, the techniques proposed by Hung and Zou [35][36] to recover business processes from UIs have a few limitations. First, the process recovery techniques [35][36] simply map a widget into a task according to heuristic rules and this may lead the recovered business tasks to be too trivial, since multiple widgets can often be used together to deliver one functionality. Second, the process recovery techniques [35][36] trace page navigation flows to identify control flows among tasks delivered in multiple pages, but a lot of page navigations are designed to allow users to quickly navigate and locate resources, and therefore cannot reflect the execution sequence among tasks. For example, through clicking menu items on top of a UI page, users can switch from one component to another, but there is no sequence control flow among tasks delivered by pages in these components. Finally, without automatic approaches to identify initial pages for business processes, the recovery techniques [35][36] start to extract business processes from UI pages specified by humans. This requires tremendous human work to review and analyze UI pages.

Little effort is spent to identify the duplicated entities (e.g., duplicated tasks and duplicated processes) in the recovered results. These duplicated entities share similar implementations, deliver similar functionalities, and require extra maintenance efforts. More specifically, task clones resulted from similar code implementations may commonly exist in the business processes recovered from the UI and business logic tiers. These task clones often require extra maintenance and restructuring processes, and therefore, need to be identified and explicitly denoted.
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My thesis extends the prior work [35][36], provides effective techniques to identify tasks from the UI tier, and refines recovered business processes to identify task clones. We focus on addressing the following challenges:

1) The arbitrary UI page transitions make the identification of control flows from UIs difficult. In order to ease page navigation, UI pages often provide hyperlinks that connect one page with another. Therefore, it is difficult to identify the control flow constructs (e.g., sequence, alternative and parallel) between the functionality delivered in different pages in a business application. It is also hard to determine the starting point of a business process from the linked pages. In this thesis, we leverage UI design patterns to recover control flows from UI page transitions and identify the starting page of a business process. We use navigational patterns, which describe the navigational structure of screens, to identify the sequence control flows between tasks delivered in sequential pages. We use structural patterns, which organize the overall structure of UI screens, to identify the starting page of a business process.

2) The hierarchical structure of a widget complicates the identification of a task from UIs with appropriate granularity. Many possible tasks with different levels of granularity can be identified from the UI widgets. For example, a table widget contains multiple cells each of which can further encapsulate several widgets (e.g., hyperlinks and buttons). The entire table can be considered as a task that displays the result of a search operation. A button widget that triggers a back-end service could be considered as a task with low-level details. However, it is difficult to understand a business process with excessive low-level detailed tasks since a business process is intended to capture high level business operations. Since UI design patterns characterize the functionality delivered through a group of widgets, we use UI design patterns to group a set of widgets into a task with proper granularity.
3) **Comparing task names is not sufficient to recognize task clones, and therefore it is impossible to identify task clones by reviewing process definitions.** The details of the functionality of a task are omitted. In [54], the function name is used as a comparison point to detect function clones. However, names for our recovered tasks are informally specified using simple verbs and nouns, and cannot be used as criteria to detect task clones. Two functionally identical tasks (e.g., *Find a book* and *Search books*) could be named very differently. In other cases, two tasks with the same specified name in process definitions may have different implementations delivering distinct functionalities. Such tasks are not task clones. To identify task clones, we start to detect clones in source code and lift clones to task level through the traceability between business tasks and their implementations in business applications.

4) **Business applications implement a large number of business processes, and therefore a manual process for identifying task clones is not feasible.** In order to identify task clones, software developers need to manually locate and compare the implementation of tasks. This is tremendous work due to the large amount of business tasks and the complexity of business applications. To make the task clone detection efficient, we adopt existing code clone detection tools (i.e., CCFinder [41] and CloneDR [15]) to locate code clones in business applications and automatically parse the code clone results to identify task clones.

5) **Business applications are multi-tiered applications written in a myriad of languages.** The implementation of each business process is scattered throughout various tiers. We must detect similarities across the different tiers. Human tasks performed using the UI screens can be implemented using HTML, JSP and XML. Automatic tasks conducted by the business logic tier are written in Java or other high level programming languages. It is challenging to detect code clones using a single clone detection tool due to the various programming languages used for implementing tasks. According to features of
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programming languages applied on different tiers of business applications, we leverage different code clone detection tools to identify code clones.

6) **Clone detection techniques operate at the code level however business analysts are not familiar with the code.** Moreover, it is tremendous work for business analysts to analyze the usage patterns of task clones to identify clones in process level (e.g., sequences of task clones). Business analysts are more familiar with the business process definitions. Therefore we must present the results of our analysis at the process definition level. Moreover, the clones identified from the code may contain implementation details such as utility functions or API calls. Business processes convey high-level business relevant functions. The low-level implementation detail needs to be filtered. Clones in process level are usually more valuable than clones in task level when business analysts are trying to optimize large segments of business processes and improve the performance. We first represent the clones in business task level with which business analysts are familiar. To ease the optimization of business processes, we recognize the usage pattern of task clones to group task clones into sub-processes which coordinate task clones and identical tasks with the same control flows.

We use UI design patterns, which describe the best practice for UI designs, to capture tasks and control flows delivered by UIs. We analyze screens and navigation flows to identify business tasks and their dependencies on data and controls. With the help of UI design patterns, we also identify the initial pages of a business process starting from UIs. We apply the business processes recovery techniques proposed in [35][36] on the business logic tier and database tier. As a result, we can recover complete business processes from a business application.

1.4 Thesis Overview

The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows:
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- Chapter 2: We review related work about design pattern recovery, design and architecture recovery, reverse engineering of UIs, feature locations and clone detection.

- Chapter 3: We describe the framework of our business process recovery and task clone detection approach. To give readers an overview about the steps to recover complete business processes, the framework generally introduces the business process recovery steps applied on both of user interfaces and back-end components of business applications. We further introduce the representation and definition of the recovered business processes.

- Chapter 4: We depict the strategies for recovering business processes from UIs. We also detail the recovery steps including recognizing UI design patterns, extracting tasks, and identifying control flows.

- Chapter 5: We describe the strategies to identify task clones in business processes recovered from UIs and back-end components.

- Chapter 6: We give an overview of our prototype tool: Business Process Explorer (BPE).

- Chapter 7: We present our case studies and evaluate our experimental results.

- Chapter 8: We conclude our work and discuss future work.
2.1 Design Pattern Recovery

Design patterns are solutions of common non-trivial design problems and can be reused frequently [47]. In Object Oriented (OO) source code, design patterns can be described by a set of classes and the relations among these classes [1]. The well known design patterns applied in OO source code are presented by Gamma et al. in [28]. Design pattern recovery can ease the understanding of program and designs [47][42][1]. Antoniol et al. [1] propose a multi-stage reduction strategy based on software metrics and structural properties to recover design patterns from Object Oriented (OO) source code. Krämer and Prechelt [47] develop a system named Pat to recover design pattern instances through searching the Prolog representation of design pattern repository and software design information. Keller et al. [42] represent the source code with a UML-based format, which is parsed to get the repository of source code information, and implement query mechanisms to recognize design patterns from source code information. Costagliola et al. [18] extract the class diagrams and represent them with Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) from OO source code and use visual language parsing approach to recover design patterns.

All above design pattern recovery approaches are applied on OO source code through matching software design information and design patterns mentioned in [28]. Different from above pattern recovery work, we recovery UI design patterns from UI source in order to capture the functionalities delivered by UI widgets. In our UI design pattern recovery approach, we summarize the features of UI design patterns, and analyze the UI code to identify the structure of the UI which correspond to a particular UI design pattern. UI design patterns are commonly applied in the GUI (graphical user interface) designs, which offer graphical icons and visual
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indicators to fully represent the information and actions available to a user. The correct use of UI design patterns eases the design and development processes [68]. UI design patterns are summarized and analyzed in both industry [82] and academic areas [68][75]. UI design patterns are published in websites [19][82][75], books [74], related workshop [78] or other research works[68].

2.2 Business Process Recovery and Business Logic Identification

Business processes or business rules recovery techniques are useful for business application maintenance, evolution and migration, especially when the software documents have been out of date. Huang et al. [33] propose business rule extraction approaches using variable classification, program slicing and many other software maintenance techniques. Sneed and Erdos [70] extract business rules in source code by using data results as entry points and tracing assignment statements as well as logic decision. Earls et al. [21] implement a tool used for manually extracting business rules starting from error processing sections in source code. Shao and Pound [67] summarize the existing techniques, such as data understanding and program understanding, used for extracting business rules. Zou et al. [83] describe a model-driven business process recovery framework using heuristic rules to automatically capture the business process. When identifying business rules or business processes from source code of applications, these approaches [21][33][67][70][83] ignore user interfaces of applications and only focus on back-end components. However, the user interface in business applications nowadays plays an important role to deliver tasks and control flows to users. For example, a user provides data to the UI tier to complete a human task which transfers the request and data to business logic tier; several automatic tasks that are implemented in the back-end components may be invoked to process the data and request, and return the result to the UI tier; the UI tier presents the returned results and the next task to users. Therefore, the user interface in business applications is an indispensable component for delivering complete business processes. Without analyzing the user
interface of business applications, the recovered business processes will only contain tasks and control flows implemented in the back-end components. A lot of tasks and control flows delivered by user interfaces will be omitted and the recovered business processes cannot reflect the complete behavior of business applications. The business process recovery techniques proposed in this thesis are applied on UIs, but previous researches [21][33][67][70][83] recover business processes or business rules from back-end components rather than UIs. This makes it difficult to compare our process recovery results with the business processes or business rules recovered by techniques in [21][33][67][70][83].

To recover complete business processes, Hung and Zou [35][36] analyze multiple tiers of business applications. In the UI tier of business application, Hung and Zou [35][36] map UI widgets into tasks and derive control flows among tasks (or sub-processes) from the order of forms in a page and the sequence of page transitions. To improve the techniques in [35][36] to identify tasks, we leverage UI design patterns to group widgets into tasks to avoid identifying trivial tasks. Similar as [35][36], when we identify control flows among tasks, we leverage the order of patterns within a screen, but we improve the control flow identification approach in [35][36] by considering data dependencies and using UI design patterns. We recover sequent control flows from the page transitions of navigational patterns that describe the navigational structure of UI screens. When we trace page navigations to identify the subsequent control flows, we ignore page transitions invoked by triggers grouped into structural patterns, which organize the overall structure of UI screens. Since these triggers are designed to ease the navigation among different components or business processes, page transitions invoked by these triggers cannot reflect the order among tasks delivered by these pages. The process recovery techniques in [35][36] start to recover business processes from UI pages manually identified by humans. In this thesis, we automatically locate the pages targeted by triggers of structural patterns as the starting point of a business process. After we recover business processes, we refine the process definitions
by detecting and explicitly denoting duplicated tasks, so as to alleviate the workload in software maintenance.

Weijters and Aalst [76] use dynamic analysis and process mining in workflow log events to synchronize the predefined workflow processes and the actual executed workflow processes. Workflows are computer representations of business processes. Different from [76], based on static analysis, we can recover the current deployed business processes even when some components of business applications cannot be executed. Moreover, our process recover approach can still work when there are no available predefined business processes.

### 2.3 Design and Architecture Recovery

Design recovery leverages source code, domain knowledge, documentation and personal experience together to create an abstraction of subject applications [7][14]. Biggerstaff [7] describes a semiautomatic model-based design recovery system. Sneed [72] describes a project which bridges the gap between programs and specifications. This project leverages static analysis and tools to re-document and re-specify programs, and conducts testing against the new specifications. Sneed and Jandrasics [71] describe an approach to translate source code to specifications expressed using an intermediate design schema and entity/relationship model.

Software architecture recovery focuses on the architectural information and supports system understanding [24]. Eixelsberger et al. [24] present a framework to recover software architecture which is viewed as a set of architecture properties (e.g., parameter passing and variables). The recovery methods involve existing tools and domain knowledge. Hassan and Holt [31] present a tool to recover the architecture of web applications and show the relations, including hyperlinks, control and data dependencies, between various components.

The above design and architecture recovery work provides a high-level view of applications to help software developers understand or maintain the applications. Different from above work, our business process recovery approach aims at extracting the current business process deployed
in the business application to reflect the behaviours of organizations. The recovery business process can ease the work of both of software developers and business analysts.

2.4 Reverse Engineering and Reengineering of UIs

Reverse engineering is applied on UIs so as to extract useful information for testing or understanding the interface. Memon et al. [55] apply reverse engineering on a GUI to get the navigation flows among windows represented as a GUI forest and extract the event-flow graphs to describe the relation among UI events. Ricca and Tonella [62] create the analysis model of a web site from the navigation and interaction patterns. Hilbert and Redmiles [32] summarize the existing approaches, such as sequence detection and sequence characterization, utilized to extract usability information from UI events.

UIs can be restructured or reengineered in order to migrate from one platform to another or improve user interfaces. Moore et al. [56] describe steps to migrate the text-based UIs of legacy applications to GUIs using domain model and pattern matching. In [73], the CeLEST project uses a suite of methods, based on understanding and modeling uses interactions with the legacy-application interface to migrate the text-based UIs of legacy applications to GUIs. Dynamic analysis is used in [56][73] in order to extract the state transitions or UI events. Zou et al. [84] reengineer user interfaces based on business processes to improve the usability of e-commerce applications. Heuristic rules are applied to recover the binding between UI components and tasks specified in business processes. Then, a dynamic execution environment is generated in order to guide users through a sequence of UI components fulfilling tasks sequences.

Different from above research, our reverse engineering on UIs focuses on using static analysis to recover UI design patterns. In the UI design pattern recovery approach, we recover the navigation flows among UI pages, trace the data flow among different UI widgets, and identify different UI design patterns based on their own features.
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2.5 Feature Location and Identification

Feature locations are localizing source code parts corresponding to specific functionalities [60]. Chen and Rajlich [13] propose a feature location approach which searches the program dependency graph and requires human assistance. Poshvanyk et al. [60] leverage latent semantic indexing and scenario-based probabilistic ranking to search and locate features in the source code. In both of these researches, human work is required to make decisions or create queries. Our process refinement research develops automatic techniques to identify similar business functionality features.

Salah et al. [65] use execution profiling to locate features in the Mozilla web browser. Eisenbarth et al. [23] adopt combined hybrid techniques such as execution profiling and domain analysis to locate features. Involving dynamic analysis, this approach requires that programs can be compiled and exercised under different scenarios. Based on static analysis, our task clone detection approach can still find the similar functionalities features which cannot be executed correctly.

Some researches use feature comparison. Salah et al. [65] find similar features by checking the method invocation relationship in scenario execution. Antoniol and Guéhéneuc [2] compare features using model transformation techniques. We compare the similarity of business tasks based on the source code similarity.

2.6 Clone Detection

Code clones are identical or almost identical code fragments. Code clones commonly exist in large software applications. Baker [3] and Laguë et al. [48] respectively report on 6%--13% of code clones in large computer software based on the number of functions or the number of lines of code ignoring comments and white spaces. Code clones are generally considered to be harmful in software maintenance [3][5][6][41][44], due to the fact that bug fixing and code modifications are usually required to be replicated in multiple versions of code clones [6][41][44]. Code clones
are caused by copy-and-paste actions. In software development and maintenance, programmers may copy the existing code and only modify the copies to accommodate the new purpose, especially when programmers lack full understanding of the program and struggle to avoid introducing problems into the working software. Code clones are detected using various techniques, such as string matching, token comparison, abstract syntax tree comparison, and pattern matching.

String matching techniques are adopted in [3][20][7][40]. Replacing parameter names [3] and identifiers [40] are used to detect almost identical clones. Duploc [20] is a clone detection tool based on string matching. It slightly transforms source code by deleting white spaces and comments and compares code lines to identify clones. Based on string matching, Duploc is not language dependent and can be easily adapted to various languages.

Token comparison is a commonly used technique to detect code clones. CCFinder [41] is a clone detection tool which applies transformation rules to source files written in various languages (e.g., Java, C, C++, COBOL) and detects clones based on token-comparison. In this way, CCFinder can detect identical clones and almost identical clones, such as cloned code portions with different variable names. For source files written in languages (e.g., HTML) to which transformation rules cannot be applied, CCFinder provides a ‘PlainText’ mode to detect code clones, but only identical clones can be found. Clones is a clone detector provided by the Bauhaus project [9]. Based on token comparison, Clones supports clone detection from applications implemented with C, C++, Java, Ada and COBOL. Both identical clones and almost identical clones, such as copies with renamed identifiers, can be detected. Different from CCFinder, Clones does not provide the ‘PlainText’ mode to detect clones from source files written in other languages. Since syntax is not considered by token comparison techniques, the detected clones may cross different syntactic units. For example, a code clone may have overlaps with two method declarations.
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Abstract Syntax Trees based clone detection has higher precision than clone detections based on string matching or token comparison [6]. CloneDR[15] detects clones based on AST (Abstract Syntax Tree) and it is able to detect both identical clones and almost identical clones. CloneDR can support clone detections in languages such as C, C++, Java, and COBOL.

Using dependence graphs and program slicing, Komondoor and Horwitz [44] detect clones from non-adjacent texts in the program. Software metrics or code metrics are used to detect clones [46][48][54].

Basit and Jarzabek [4] use data mining approach to recognize the pattern of cloned code fragments to infer the similarity in higher levels (e.g., class files). Our clone detection work lifts the clones from code level to higher level (e.g., tasks and process levels), but we use other approaches rather than data mining. We lift the clones from code level to task level through the traceability between source code and business tasks. We continue to lift the clones from task level to process level by recognizing the usage patterns of groups of task clones across multiple processes.

Web applications are prone to be threatened by code clones due to the uninstructed development and maintenance processes as well as the inherent complexity [8][51]. Levenshtein distance is a common technique used in [51][52][63] to detect cloned web pages. In [52] a web page is considered to be a set of predefined features (e.g., sequence of tags or ASP features). The work in [53] applies similarity comparison using Levenshtein distance in content and scripting code levels. Lanubile et al. [11][49] detect function clones in scripting code. Cordy et al. [17] apply standard lexical comparison tools on pretty-printed HTML code to detect almost identical clones. Roy and Cordy [64] extend the work in [17] to detect near identical clones from C language by introducing flexible pretty-printing, code normalization, code filtering and output generations. We apply similar pretty-printing approach used in [17] on UI code blocks, but we adopt a different clone detection tool (i.e., CCFinder) on the pretty-printed code. Rajapakse and Jarzabek [61] leverage CCFinder [41] to detect clones from any text files included by web
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applications to get the percentage of clone tokens. Our clone detection approach also applies CCFinder [41] to detect clones. Different from [61], we detect clones from the business relevant code, rather than every text file.
3.1 Representation of Business Processes

A business application typically implements a large number of tasks. To reduce the complexity of understanding the recovered business processes, we represent the business processes in terms of two abstraction levels: high-level and low-level business processes [35][36]:

1) A high-level business process gives an overview of a business process recovered from the UI screens and interactions between the UI and business logic tiers. A high-level business process includes human tasks, which require the interaction with users, or sub-processes, which detail the major steps for a complex task implemented by a back-end component or a UI screen. For example, in an online checkout business process, “Find product” and “Enter payment information” are human tasks, while “Create order” is a sub-process that is implemented as a Java method in a back-end component.

2) A low-level business process corresponds to a sub-process in a high-level process. The sub-process has a set of automatic tasks performed by back-end components. For example a low-level process for “Create order” would show the need to create an order for each selected item and the need to update the inventory. However, the low-level process would not show any tasks related to converting the user input or error checking (i.e., utility or data conversion steps) since they are not business relevant tasks.

Separating complex processes into two levels provides a clearer view of the overall structure of a business application while hiding processing details.

3.2 Steps for Recovering Business Processes and Detecting Task Clones

It is challenging to recover the complete definition of a business process from its implementation due to the intricate control and data dependencies among the intermixed human
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Figure 3-1. The overall framework for recovering business processes and detecting task clones

and automatic tasks. Figure 3-1 gives an overview of our approach for recovering the business process definitions and detecting task clones in the recovered process definitions.

To identify possible execution flows among the UI tier and the business logic tier of business applications, we analyze the execution paths of controller scripts to understand the structure of a business application. By analyzing the controller files and detecting UI design patterns, we locate the starting point for each business process and retrieve the screens and the back-end components that are invoked from these screens. We analyze the screens and controller files to recover high-level processes. To recover low-level processes, we parse the source code of the back-end components in the business logic tier to extract the automatic tasks and their dependencies [35][36]. Database accesses are captured in the business logic tier.

After the business processes are recovered, we apply task clone detection strategies to recognize the similar tasks in the recovered business processes. We leverage existing clone detectors (i.e., CCFinder and ClondDR) to detect code clones from the task relevant source code, which can be mapped into tasks, and lift clones from the code level to the business process level. After task clones are identified, we group task clones and refine the corresponding business process definitions.
3.3 A Schema for Representing Recovered Business Processes

We define a schema as shown in Figure 3-2 for representing the recovered processes. We keep the relevant software entities (e.g., the starting line of code and the ending line of the code) which correspond to each process entity in a recovered process. For example, for a process entity, we record the source file and the line numbers in the file. Each task includes a block entity, denoting the code portions that contribute to the task. Line numbers are used to record the location of code blocks in business logic tiers mapped into tasks. To create complete traceability...
between tasks and related code blocks in the UI and business logic tiers, we use different schema
(e.g., XPath expression [80] for XML element, line number and column number) to record the
location of code blocks. Control flow constructs, such as loops and alternatives, contain one or
more branches with pre-conditions for the execution of each branch. A branch encloses a
sequence of tasks. If the pre-conditions for a loop branch are evaluated to be true, a sequence of
tasks in the branch is executed. The termination-conditions are evaluated to decide whether to
stop the repeated execution of branches within a loop control construct. A branch contains the
code ranges corresponding to the starting and ending lines of the branch in the implementation.
The branches in parallel control constructs have no pre- and termination-conditions for their
execution order, since they share multiple threads of controls.
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Figure 4-1. Overall steps for recovering high-level processes from screens

Figure 4-1 illustrates the overall steps for recovering high-level processes from the screens and controller scripts. The screens can be written using HTML, XML, JSP, or FTL (Freemarker Template Language) [27]. We developed a parser for each language to recognize the UI structures. A UI design pattern describes a functionality delivered through a group of UI widgets [29]. UI design patterns are re-used in interactive UI designs [56][74][77]. Each screen implements several UI design patterns in the business applications we analyzed. To deal with the complexity of UI designs (e.g., hierarchical widget structures and arbitrary page transitions), we recognize UI design patterns to group UI widgets into more abstract tasks. We also capture the control flows between tasks. As a result, we produce high-level processes.

In the following sections, we detail our approach. Section 4.1 discusses the structure of a screen and the features used for recognizing UI design patterns. Section 4.2 presents our approach for recovering tasks from the UI code. Section 4.3 explains our approach for identifying control flows.
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Figure 4-2. Schema used to describe the structure of a screen

Figure 4-3. An example of annotated screens of SequoiaERP [66]
4.1 Identifying UI Design Patterns

To automate the analysis of screens, we developed a schema for describing the structures of a screen. The schema is shown in Figure 4-2. Each screen is composed of various UI widgets, such as forms, menus and triggers. A form is specialized into two types: input forms and output forms. An input form allows a user to provide information required by back-end components. An output form displays the results from a back-end component. Buttons and links are triggers. A link connects to a new screen, and a button invokes a back-end component which may result in page transitions. For example, in the screen shown in Figure 4-3(a) [66], an “Update” button and three links (e.g., “Go to Data Resource”) are presented. Essentially, forms and menus are high-level widgets that can encapsulate other widgets. Triggers are the widgets at the lowest level of granularity without nested structures.

The complexity of the UI structure causes difficulties in identifying the tasks and the control flows (e.g., sequential and alternative orders) among these tasks in the consecutive screens. The complexity of the UI stems from the complex links and hierarchical structure of UI widgets. Looking at Figure 4-3(a), an input form contains multiple rows. Each row encapsulates widgets: text fields, links, buttons and selection lists. Many possible tasks with different granularities can be identified from the widgets. For example, the entire input form could be considered as a task for editing the information of a specific content. Alternatively, each text field can be considered as a task for editing one attribute of the specific content. Similarly, the “Update” button could be considered as a task that submits the new content to the database. However, a business process is intended to capture business operations with coarser granularity, rather than the detailed implementation steps. A recovered process definition with an excessive number of fine grained and detailed non-business relevant tasks would be difficult to understand and would be of limited value to practitioners. UI design patterns are used to capture a single business task delivered by a group of UI widgets.
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We classify UI design patterns into three categories: structural patterns, navigational patterns, and behavioral patterns. In Table 4-1 we summarize the features used to detect each category of UI design patterns. We list example UI design patterns for each category in Table 4-1. We analyze the UI code to identify UI design patterns applied in each screen. We describe our approach below.

Table 4-1. Features of UI design patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Pattern instances</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Features for Example Patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structural patterns</td>
<td>main menu, double-tab navigation, fly-out menu, icon menu[19][74][75]</td>
<td>A set of ordered links are grouped into a menu. The menu can be structured in a hierarchy. Each link points to a new screen. The target screen contains the menu and possible sub-menus.</td>
<td>![Structural Pattern Diagram]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigational patterns</td>
<td>wizard pattern [74][75]</td>
<td>A set of triggers are grouped to present the screens in a sequential order. A trigger leads to a subsequent screen, which contains links or buttons labeled with “next” or “continue” to guide a user to navigate through screens.</td>
<td>![Navigational Pattern Diagram]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral patterns</td>
<td>multi-value input form pattern, browse pattern, search pattern[68]</td>
<td>A set of widgets in the same screen are grouped together to deliver a single functional unit, such as search, browse or input.</td>
<td>![Multi-value Input Form Pattern Diagram]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Structural patterns: organize the overall structure of a UI screen by clustering different functionalities into widget groups. The features of structural patterns are presented in Table 4-1. Essentially, the menu provides multiple links, each of which connects to a screen with a functional group (e.g., agreement, accounting, and catalog). An example structural pattern is the main-menu pattern [74][77], as shown in Figure 4-4 from Expedia business application [25]. This pattern is used to display a main-menu which appears at the top of each screen and permits quickly switching among different functionality groups. Structural patterns can contain menus in multiple levels.

To detect structural patterns, we follow the hierarchical relations in the UI widgets and identify the identical link groups appearing in the same level of hierarchy. We examine two features of link groups: each link group must appear in all connected screens; all links in a group are arranged following the same order at a hierarchical level of UI menus. Such a link group is regarded as a menu. By traversing hierarchical structure of the UI menus, we identify the link group for each level of hierarchy. The traversal stops when the link group directly presents UI widgets for performing a collection of business processes. For example, as shown in Figure 4-3(a), the content management application contains a set of links (e.g., Find, Content and Role). The links in this level initiate the UI widgets for conducting the first task, such as Find existing content.
Navigational patterns: describe the navigational structure of the screens. A navigational pattern guides users through screens, as they progress through a process. A business process can be implemented within one screen or can be accomplished across multiple screens. An example navigational pattern is a wizard pattern [74][77] that provides step-by-step instructions to help users complete a complex process. As shown in Figure 4-5, a wizard pattern from the KLM online flights booking application [43] guides users to go through steps (e.g., select date and select time) for purchasing a plan ticket. A navigational pattern indicates the progress of the work and uses “back” or “continue” links to move back for fixing problems or to move forward once the current step is completed. We consider the tasks fulfilled by a navigational pattern as a business process.

Similar to the features of structural patterns, a navigational pattern includes a set of text labels and triggers. The features of navigational patterns are shown in Table 4-1. The text labels

![Figure 4-5. Screenshot of a wizard pattern instance [43]](image)
display a sequence of steps. In contrast to the links in the structural patterns, the text labels are not clickable since the labels are not associated with screens. These text labels often start with sequential numbers which indicate the sequences of steps. A subsequent screen is connected by the “back” or “continue” triggers on each screen. The matching process starts by locating the target screen linked from the “continue” trigger and checks if the target screen contains the same set of labels and triggers. The matching process stops when the “continue” trigger is not associated with a new screen.

**Behavioral patterns**: characterize functional units delivered in a screen. To name a few, Table 4-1 shows the behavioral patterns recognized in the business applications we analyzed:

1) a multi-value input form pattern [68] (i.e., an input form), which encapsulates multiple input widgets. As shown in Figure 4-6 from the Expedia business application [25], different input widgets and submit buttons are used together allow users to edit and submit data.

2) a browse pattern [68] (i.e., an output form), which shows the output from back-end components. As shown in Figure 4-3(b), a list of business objects (i.e., contents) are printed in tabular format.
3) a search pattern [68] which allows a user to specify search criteria, and to review the results of a search. A search pattern is abstracted to include an input form for entering search criteria and an output form for displaying the result. The screen as shown in Figure 4-3(b) exemplifies a search pattern.

To recognize behavioral patterns in one screen, we first map a form into a candidate behavioral pattern. We expand the candidate behavioral patterns by examining the data dependencies between the form and other widgets (e.g., triggers). A behavioral pattern is identified once we establish data flow relations between the UI widgets and a form. We analyze the data dependencies between the widgets and the forms. We group a widget with an input form, if the data passed to the widget is taken from the form; we group a widget with an output form if the data retrieved from the widget is displayed in the output form. For example, the screen, shown in Figure 4-3(a) has an input form which contains a set of the widgets which gather input from the user. The “Update” button in the screen submits the data gathered from the form to the back-end components. A data flow relation is identified between the form and the button. As shown in Figure 4-3(a), we group the form and the submit button into one behavioral pattern (i.e., the multi-value input form pattern).

To ensure that a single unit of functionality is carried in a behavioral pattern, we further analyze the data dependencies among the identified behavioral patterns. If there is data shared among two identified pattern instances, we group one or more instances into one instance at a higher-level abstraction. An input form and an output form often contain common data fields since the output form may display results triggered by the input form. Both forms are grouped as an instance of the search pattern. For example, looking at the screen shown in Figure 4-3(b), the dependences are identified from the text fields in the input form and the columns in the output form. The combination of these two forms is an instance of a search pattern. The result of the search is listed in the output form.
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4.2 Identifying Tasks

After we locate the starting screen of a process through detecting structural patterns, we determine the controller file which describes the connected screens and the invoked back-end components from that screen. We use navigational patterns and triggers in each screen to trace the progress of a business process across multiple screen files and their corresponding controller scripts. This tracing process continues until we re-visit the starting screen or there are no new triggers to visit. We use the title of the initial screen to name the recovered business process.

To identify tasks, we apply the following three steps in each UI screen:

1) Identify tasks by recognizing the behavioral patterns (e.g., input or output form) in each screen. Each identified behavioral pattern is mapped to a task.

2) Name the tasks using the name of the form. When a task is recovered from a behavioral pattern that is composed of several forms, the name of a recovered task is prefixed using the name of the behavioral pattern (e.g., input, browse or search).

3) Identify a group of tasks as a reusable sub-process. A behavioral pattern may contain buttons that invoke back-end components. The detailed steps conducted in the back-end components are resolved when recovering the corresponding low-level processes with the business process recovery techniques in [35][36]. The button is, therefore, recovered as a sub-process which corresponds to a back-end component. One screen in the UI can be reused in different processes. When more than one task is recovered from the reusable screen, we capture the tasks recovered from the screen into a sub-process. Such a sub-process is reused as a single unit in other recovered processes when the same screen is used.

For example as shown in the “Edit Content” screen of Figure 4-3(a), the input form is recovered as “Edit Content Attributes” task. The update button invokes a back-end component
that takes all the data entered in the input form. The portion of the high-level process recovered from the screen is depicted in Figure 4-7(a). The “Update Content” sub-process encapsulates the detailed steps carried in the back-end component as shown in Figure 4-7(b). We recover sub-processes from back-end components through data flow tracing and program slicing techniques. The sub-process in Figure 4-7(b) delivers the functionality to update content. The first two tasks (i.e., Prepare Target Operation List and Prepare Content Purpose List) prepare related business data for following operations. After checking the permission status, the changes of content will be stored into database. There will be an error message displayed, if the update content operation is not permitted.

When no behavioral patterns are identified in a screen, a task is recovered from a link connected to a new screen or a button which invokes a back-end component. When a screen has no recovered task, the link, connecting to the screen, is simply mapped to a task in the recovered process.

![Figure 4-7. Example high-level process vs. low-level process](image-url)
4.3 Identifying Control Flows

In addition to recovering the tasks or sub-processes, we must identify the interaction and coordination between these tasks or sub-processes. The tasks (or sub-processes) are coordinated by control flow constructs such as sequence, loop, and alternative. We currently cannot identify parallel control constructs.

**Sequence**: To reduce the number of clicks in a screen and avoid frequently transferring small amounts of information over the network, developers group a sequence of tasks into one screen. Once all the tasks in the screen are completed, a new screen is generated for performing the next step. Therefore, the sequential order of the tasks recovered within one screen is derived from the ordering of the behavioral patterns within this screen. Moreover, the data dependencies among the tasks (or sub-processes) convey the sequential order.

To locate the sequential order of the tasks conducted among multiple screens, we recognize whether navigational patterns are used to move between screens. The order of the links presented in a navigational pattern indicates the order of executing tasks (or/and sub-processes) recovered from each screen. When no navigational patterns are detected in the screens, the order of screen transitions determines the sequential order of the tasks recovered from each screen.

**Alternative**: Multiple triggers can be selected in one screen. Once one of the triggers is selected, a new screen is generated to replace the previous screen without completing other widgets in the screen. The triggers are independent without data flowing among them. Such triggers in a screen present alternative relations. For example in the screen shown in Figure 4-3(a), the four triggers (i.e., the three links or click on the “Update” button) in this screen are in an alternative relation. To locate alternative relations, we examine the triggers in the same screen without data dependencies. The tasks (or sub-processes) recovered from the independent triggers
are in alternative relations. We ignore the triggers that link to the first screen and restart the entire process.

**Loop**: If a screen other than the starting screen for a process is revisited, a user is required to repeat the tasks that were completed until the repetition is terminated by the user. The sequence of tasks being repeated is encapsulated in a loop control flow construct in the recovered process. Different from [36], we identify the revisiting of the starting screen of a process as a restarting of the whole process rather than a loop control flow.
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The overall steps for identifying task clones are illustrated in Figure 5-1. Our approach analyzes the implementation of a business application and extracts the implementation of each task by using the business process to source code mapping information, which is recorded when we recover business processes. Once the implementation of each business task is extracted, we perform clone detection on these tasks using different clone detection tools. We define a metric for measuring the similarity between tasks according to the common code fragments in their corresponding implementation. Finally, we lift and abstract the identified clones by recognizing the usage patterns of groups of task clones across multiple processes. Using our recovered clones, we can improve the definition of business processes by establishing references between cloned tasks across business processes. In the following subsections, we discuss the details for each step.

5.1 Detecting Clones from UI Tiers

A web-based UI page can be described using markup languages (e.g., HTML and XML) and scripting languages (e.g., JSP and JavaScript). A UI page contains a set of nested tag structures. Each tag includes attributes and values. For example, as shown in Figure 5-2, the tag, Form, has a set of attributes, such as method and action. For the dynamic web-UIs, scripting languages, such as JSP and JavaScript, are embedded in the pre-defined HTML tags.
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To recover task clones among tasks mapped to UI code, we extract the related code of these tasks using the mapping information (e.g., line numbers and XPath expressions for XML elements) stored in the process definitions. As a consequence, the code clone detection is applied only on the business relevant code rather than on the entire UI code. The linked code fragments can contain one or more tags (e.g., tables, hyper links or forms). Similar to the approach used in [17], we pretty-print the extracted UI code fragments to a consistent format which makes each element (e.g., tag, each attribute of a tag, and text contents) take a single line. The pretty-printing helps the clone detection tool in detecting cloned tags and attributes. As shown in Figure 5-2, the pretty-printing transforms a Form tag and an Input HTML tag and the associated attributes into a set of lines. We remove the comments and indentations in the code fragments.

![Pretty-print UI code](image)

**Figure 5-2. Pretty-print UI code**

After we extract and pretty-print code fragments corresponding to one task, we merge these code fragments contributing to one task into a single file. The code clone detection is conducted on the generated files. The extracted code fragments may contain code written in scripting languages (e.g., JSP). We select a token-based clone detector CCFinder [41] and set it in the ‘PlainText’ mode [12] to detect clones from source files written in different languages.
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We develop a tool that parses clone results produced from CCFinder to obtain a set of clone groups which collect the code fragments cloned with each other. The code fragments in a clone group can be a subset of tags, attributes and text contents belonging to a task implementation. Furthermore, a task implementation may contain multiple clones from different groups.

5.2 Detecting Clones from Business Logic Tiers

A process definition records the line number of each statement contributing to a task recovered from the business logic tier. We focus on detecting clones in the business relevant code and ignore the code with implementation details. However, a task implementation contains only a subset of the code in a method. To preserve the control and data dependencies of the code in the task implementation with the rest of the code in a method, we extract the entire methods that have one or more lines of code contributing to a task implementation, and group such methods into a separate class file. Once clones are identified from the extracted files, we must map the cloned code fragments to the corresponding tasks. The mappings are established using the line numbers of the statements in the original source files. To keep the line numbers of each extracted statement unchanged in the new files, we replace the other irrelevant methods with empty lines. This can guarantee that the original lines of code stored in the process definitions are still valid to

![Figure 5-3. Rewrite code fragments from a class file](image)
map to the task implementations. For example in Figure 5-3, the method, \( m2() \), is copied into the new file since it contains one or more statements mapped to task implementations. The method, \( m1() \), is replaced with empty lines since no code fragment is related to task implementation in \( m1() \). The clone detection is conducted on the extracted files.

We use CloneDR [15], an abstract syntax tree based clone detector for identifying clones in the business logic tier. We develop a tool to automatically parse the clone results and obtain a set of clone groups which contain identical or almost identical code clones. The cloned statements contributing to a task can be distributed among several clone groups.

For detecting clones in the UI tier, we use a token based clone detection technique, CCFinder [41], since the UI tier is usually written in various languages for which we may not have the grammar definitions. The grammar definitions are needed for abstract syntax tree based techniques. We use an abstract syntax tree based technique, CloneDR, for detecting clones in the business logic tier, since abstract syntax tree based techniques are known to be more accurate than token based techniques for detecting clones in source code [39].

5.3 Measuring Similarity between Tasks

Once we detect code clones from code fragments mapped into tasks, we measure the similarity between tasks to identify task clones. The similarity between two tasks is denoted by the ratio of common lines of code between both tasks. The common lines include the cloned lines in both task implementations and the overlapped fragments shared by several task implementations. For example as shown in Figure 5-3, line 46 is the overlapped line that belongs to two task implementations located in the same file. When the cloned tasks are detected from one file, the overlapped lines among the task implementations have only one copy and are not recognized as cloned lines. The similarity is calculated by Eq. 1.


\[ \text{Sim}(T_1, T_2) = \frac{\text{Cloned Lines} + \text{Cloned Overlapped Lines}}{\text{Total Number of Lines in } T_1 \text{ and } T_2} \]  

(Eq. 1)

\( \text{Sim}(T_1, T_2) \) denotes the similarity between tasks \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \).

When the similarity among tasks is above a certain threshold, we recognize the task pairs as task clones of each other. For tasks recovered from the UI tier, we calculate the similarity between two task implementations in term of common XML or HTML elements. The threshold is set to be 50% or 60%. We chose this value after we conducted a series of experiment using thresholds ranging from 40% to 70%. For the tasks recovered from the business logic tier, the threshold is 30%. This value is selected after a series of experiments with thresholds from 20% to 40%. Although the value 30% seems to be low, it is still a strict criterion. For tasks recovered from the business logic tier, we calculate similarity between task implementations, where the seed statements are clones. In particular, the seed statements describe the basic functionalities delivered by business tasks. The cloned seed statements deliver similar functionality. The selected thresholds avoid most of the misidentified cloned tasks.

### 5.4 Grouping Task Clones

The cloned task pairs appear in multiple processes to represent the unique functionality. To help business analysts identify larger clone segments, we further lift the abstraction level of business processes by identifying clones among a group of tasks. A preliminary list of clone structures among tasks is summarized in Table 5-1. A group of tasks may appear in a process in three possible control structures: sequential task clones, alternative task clones and loop task clones.

- Sequential task clones: a task, \( A \), and the clones of task \( A \) are frequently used together with task \( B \) or the clones of task \( B \).
• Alternative task clones: a task, A, and the clones of task A are frequently in alternative relation with task B or the clones of task B.

• Loop task clones: the sequential task clones are used in a loop structure.

Table 5-1. Preliminary list of structures for grouping tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task structure</th>
<th>Process diagram</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Sequential Diagram" /></td>
<td>Task clone A and its clones appear together with task clone B and clones of B in sequential order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Alternative Diagram" /></td>
<td>Task clone A and its clones appear together with task clone B and clones of B in different control branches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Loop Diagram" /></td>
<td>Task clone A and its clones appear together in a loop.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When a group of task clones is repeatedly used together in different processes, such a group represents a reusable unit (i.e., a sub-process). The sub-process uses the same control flow constructs to connect cloned tasks or the same tasks. To lift the clone from the task level to the process level, we identify the identical control structures that describe the same execution order of cloned tasks in different processes. We consolidate the tasks and the same control structures as a sub-process and replace original tasks with a single notation of the extracted sub-process. Once a sub-process is replaced, it can be treated as a task to further identify task clone groups and lift the abstraction level of clones into a larger scope.
As shown in Figure 5-4, extracting a sub-process consists of three major steps: initialize sub-processes, extend sub-processes and refine sub-processes. The details of these steps are presented in algorithms listed in Figures 5-7 to 5-13. Figure 5-5 is an example about our approach to extract sub-processes.

Figure 5-7 describes the *Initialize sub-processes* algorithm that parses process definitions and initializes sub-processes by grouping identical or cloned tasks into a sub-process. For example, as shown in Figure 5-5(a), tasks T₁ and T₁’ are cloned tasks; task T₂ and T₂’ are cloned tasks; task T₃ appears in processes 1 and 2. We parse processes 1 and 2, and group tasks to produce the initial sub-processes as shown in Figure 5-5(b). Each sub-process contains multiple instances, each of which contains a set of nodes (e.g., task nodes) appearing together.

Figure 5-8 depicts the *Extend sub-processes* algorithm that extends sub-processes into larger scopes by grouping sequent neighbor nodes (Figure 5-9), and alternative neighbor nodes (Figure 5-10), and recognizing identical control structures (Figure 5-11). We continue to expand sub-processes until no more new sub-processes are found.

We define *extendIncludingSequentNeighbors* algorithm as listed in Figure 5-9 to extend a sub-process by grouping identical or cloned tasks in the sequential relations. For a task
coordinated by a sequence control flow construct, the sequential tasks are ones following the sequence control flow construct. As shown in Figure 5-5(a), $T_2$ and $T_2'$ are the cloned subsequent tasks of $T_1$ and $T_1'$ in sub-process 1 of Figure 5-5(b). Therefore, we extend sub-process 1 to include $T_2$ and $T_2'$ as shown in Figure 5-5(c).

The extendIncludingIdenticalControlStructures algorithm shown in Figure 5-11 describes the steps to group identical control structures. Two control flows are identical when they use the same type of control flow constructs to coordinate cloned or identical tasks. Applying the algorithm (Figure 5-11) on sub-process 1 in Figure 5-5(c), we can update sub-process 1 to contain two identical sequent control structures respectively including $T_1$ and $T_2$ as well as $T_1'$ and $T_2'$ as shown in Figure 5-5(d).

We can also expand sub-processes by grouping cloned or identical alternative neighbor tasks, as described in the extendIncludingAlternativeNeighbors algorithm of Figure 5-10. A task coordinated by an alternative control flow construct is the neighbor of other tasks controlled by the same structure. From the initial processes in Figure 5-5(a), we can tell the two $T_3$ task nodes are alternative neighbor nodes of the two sequent control structures in sub-process 1 of Figure 5-5(d). Therefore, as shown in Figure 5-5(e) we extend sub-process 1 to include the identical tasks $T_3$. Then, using algorithm extendIncludingIdenticalControlStructures (Figure 5-11), we can update the sub-process 1 to contain identical alternative control structures as shown in Figure 5-5(f).

After we extend a sub-process, we use the mergeIntoSubprocessList algorithm in Figure 5-12 to merge the extended sub-process into a list to guarantee there are not duplicated sub-processes. When no more sub-processes can be found, we use the refineSubprocesses algorithm in Figure 5-13 to create sub-process definitions and replace tasks in original processes with the notation of the extracted sub-processes. As shown in Figure 5-5(g) the original tasks are replaced with the extracted sub-process 1.
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Figure 5-5. An example of extracting sub-processes
When we extract sub-processes, it is possible for the extracted sub-processes to have overlapping. That means a task node or a control structure (e.g., sequence node) are able to fall in different sub-processes. In the three processes of Figure 5-6(a), tasks $T_1$ and $T_1'$ are task clones; tasks $T_2$ and $T_2'$ are task clones; tasks $T_3$ and $T_3'$ are task clones. From the three processes, we are able to detect two sub-processes $P_1$ and $P_2$ as shown in Figure 5-6 (b). Sub-process $P_1$ appears in processes 1 and 2, and contains sequence control structures including tasks ($T_1$, $T_2$) and tasks ($T_1'$, $T_2'$). Sub-process $P_2$ appears in processes 2 and 3, and contains sequence control structures including tasks ($T_2$, $T_3$) and tasks ($T_2'$, $T_3'$). There is overlapping between $P_1$ and $P_2$. As shown in Figure 5-6 (c), when we refine sub-processes by replacing tasks with a notation of the extracted sub-process, process 2 has two different refined copies respectively using $P_1$ and $P_2$. 

Figure 5-6. An example for refining processes
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Algorithm 1. Initialize sub-processes

**Input:** processDefinitions is a list of process definitions from which we want to extract sub-processes.

**Return:** subprocessList is a list of sub-processes. (Each sub-process contains a list of instances; each instance has a set of nodes appear together)

1. Parse processDefinitions
2. Cluster task nodes to put cloned task nodes and identical task nodes into different instances of a sub-process
3. Put the sub-process with more than one instance into subprocessList

return subprocessList

Figure 5-7. Algorithm for initializing sub-processes

Algorithm 2. Extend sub-processes

```
// extended is set to be true if at least one subprocess is successfully extended
extended = false;
for each subprocess in subprocessList do
    // extend by including sequent nodes (i.e., nodes nested by Sequence node)
    call algorithm 3: extendIncludingSequentNeighbors
    
    // extend by including alternative nodes (i.e., nodes nested by Alternative node)
    call algorithm 4: extendIncludingAlternativeNeighbors
    
    // extend by including identical control structures (i.e., Sequence nodes)
    call algorithm 5: extendIncludingIdenticalControlStructures

set extended to be true if at least one of above algorithms return true
end for
return extended
```

Figure 5-8. Algorithm for extending sub-processes
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Algorithm 3. extendIncludingSequentNeighbors
Input: subprocess is a sub-process in subprocessList
Return: extended to reflect is there any new subprocess created

//extended will be true if at least a new sub-process is successfully create
extended = false;
copiedSubprocess = copy subprocess

//a instance contains a list of nodes (task nodes and control structures) appearing together
Remove instances, which don’t contain nodes coordinated by sequence control flows, from
copiedSubprocess

Extend instances in copiedSubprocess to include identical or cloned sequent neighbor nodes of the last
nodes in instances, until no more equal nodes can be found.

dataSubprocess = split copiedSubprocess into a list of sub-processes, each of which contains at
least two similar instances

//merge all extended sub-processes into list and avoid to insert duplicated sub-processes
extended = call algorithm 7: mergeIntoSubprocessList (extendedSubprocesses)
return extended

Figure 5-9. Algorithm for extending sub-processes by including sequent neighbor nodes

Algorithm 4. extendIncludingAlternativeNeighbors
Input: subprocess is a sub-process in subprocessList
Return: extended to reflect is there any new subprocess created

//extended will be true if at least a new sub-process is successfully created
extended = false;
copiedSubprocess = copy subprocess

Remove instances, which don’t contain nodes coordinated by alternative control flows, from
copiedSubprocess

Extend instances in copiedSubprocess to include new identical or cloned alternative neighbor nodes,
until no more nodes can be found.

dataSubprocess = split copiedSubprocess into a list of sub-processes, each of which contains at
least two similar instances

extended = call algorithm 7: mergeIntoSubprocessList (extendedSubprocesses)

return extended

Figure 5-10. Algorithm for extending sub-processes by including alternative neighbor nodes
Algorithm 5. extendIncludingIdenticalControlStructures
Input: subprocess is a sub-process in subprocessList
Return: extended to reflect is there any new sub-process created

//extended will be true if at least a new sub-process is successfully created
extended = false
copiedSubprocess = copy subprocess

//a instance contains a list of nodes (task nodes and control structures)
for each instance in copiedSubprocess do
    if nodes in instance are coordinated by a sequent or loop control structure do
        if nodes contain all the children nodes under this control structure do
            update instance to include nodes and the control structure
        else
            remove instance
    end if
    else if nodes in instance are coordinate by alternative control structure
        if nodes contain at least two nodes coordinated by the alternative control structure do
            update instance to include nodes and the alternative control structure
        else
            remove instance
    end if
end for

extendedSubprocesses = split copiedSubprocess into a list of sub-processes, each of which contains at least two similar instances

extended = call algorithm 6; mergeIntoSubprocessList (extendedSubprocesses)
return extended

Figure 5-11. Algorithm for extending sub-process by including identical control structures
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Algorithm 6. mergeIntoSubprocessList
Input: extendedSubprocesses is a list of newly extended sub-process
Return: inserted to reflect is there any new sub-process inserted

extended = false
for each subprocess in extendedSubprocesses do
    if the subprocess is not existed in subprocessList and subprocess is not a subset of any element in subprocessList then
        //subprocessList is a list of all extracted sub-processes
        Insert subprocess into subprocessList
        // avoid duplicated subprocesses
        Remove the elements in subprocessList which is a subset of the inserted subprocess
        //record that a new sub-process is inserted
        extended = true
    end if
end for
return extended

Figure 5-12. Algorithm for merging extended sub-processes into list

Algorithm 7. refineSubprocesses
Input: subprocessList is the list of extracted sub-processes

for each subprocess in subprocessList do
    cloned = false
    for each instance in subprocess do
        for each node in the instance do
            if the node has cloned task appear in similar position of other instances then
                Insert the cloned information into node
                cloned = true
            end if
        end for
    end for
    //make sure the sub-process contains at least one group of task clones
    if cloned equals to false then
        Remove subprocess from subprocessList
    else
        Extract all instances in the subprocess into a process definition
        Replace the appearance of all instances with a single notation of the extracted process definition
    end if
end for

Figure 5-13. Algorithm for refining sub-processes
We developed a business process explorer (BPE) tool [30] which automatically recovers business processes from business applications and detects task clones in recovered business processes. An annotated screenshot of the BPE tool inside Eclipse [22] is shown in Figure 6-1. The code of the business application is imported into the BPE tool and listed in the Eclipse file navigation viewer. The recovered business processes are also stored in file navigation viewer and defined as XML documents.
To help software developers quickly locate the code blocks that implement a task, our tool maintains the traceability between process entities (e.g., tasks and control flows) and the code entities (e.g., code blocks). We represent the recovered business processes with two levels of abstraction: high-level and low-level processes. As shown in Figure 6-1, the high-level process viewer displays tasks recovered from the UI code and sub-processes. A sub-process encapsulates a sequence of tasks to be reused in other processes. The low-level process viewer lists the sub-processes and tasks recovered from the business logic tier. Once a process entity in the low-level process viewer is selected, the corresponding task implementation is highlighted in the source code editor. As shown in the low-level process viewer of Figure 6-1, the tasks for “Create order” are listed. When a user double clicks on the task node in the low-level process viewer, the lines of code corresponding to the clicked task are automatically loaded and highlighted in the source code editor.

To provide a hierarchical view of business processes, as shown in Figure 6-1, we represent the process as a tree structure in the viewers (e.g., high-level process viewer and low-level process viewer). Nodes annotated with different icons in the trees represent various process elements, including control flow elements (i.e., alterative, choices, and sequence), tasks and business data as parameters to tasks. The nodes labelled as “Task” represent the human tasks performed by a user through the UI or a task executed in back-end components. The nodes labelled as “Process” represent sub-processes recovered from the invoked back-end components or UI screens. Once a user clicks on one of the “Process” nodes in the high-level process viewer, the corresponding sub-process is loaded. When the sub-process represents a low-level process, the sub-process is viewed as a separate process using a similar tree structure in the low-level process viewer. When the sub-process is recovered from a UI screen, the sub-process is listed in the high-level process viewer.
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The recovered business process is represented using XML format as shown in the XML viewer in Figure 6-1. A developer can directly edit the XML representation of a process to refine a recovered process.

Our business process explorer can identify task clones existing in recovered business processes by parsing the code clones provided by clone detection tools (i.e., CCFinder and CloneDR) and raising the clone from source code level to business process level. After task clones are identified, the business process definitions will be refined to explicitly denote task clones and suggest restructuring opportunities. As shown in Figure 6-1, in high-level and low-level process viewers, we use “Clones” nodes to represent the clone information, and use an “Instance” node to represent a process entity (e.g., task and process) which is similar to another entity. In the process “settlePaymentsOptions” loaded in high-level process viewer, there are two tasks “settleCreditCardPayments” which are task clones of each other. When we highlight an “Instance” node, and click the “Open UI Source button”, the UI file that implements this cloned task will be presented in source code editor. In the low-level process viewer, the two “resolvePaymentMethodTypeId” tasks located in processes “createPayment” and “updatePayment” are task clones of each other. When we double click an “Instance” node, the corresponding java code implementing this cloned task will be high-lighted in source code editor.

![Figure 6-2. Steps for detecting task clones from high-level processes](image)
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Figure 6-2 is a screenshot of the wizard dialog that guides users to detect task clones in high-level business processes. In the first step, users select code clone results provided by CCFinder that is applied to UI task relevant codes (i.e., UI code blocks mapped into tasks); in the second step, users set a similarity threshold value between 0 and 1 to filter out task clones; in the third step, users select the folder storing UI task relevant source code. Tasks with similarity higher than the selected threshold will be identified as task clones.

Figure 6-3 shows steps to detect task clones in low-level processes. Users select the code clone results provided by CloneDR, which is applied on task relevant codes located in back-end components, and set a similarity threshold value between 0 and 1. Since task relevant codes extracted from back-end components are stored under the project folder of the studied business application, users don’t need to specify the location of task relevant codes.

![Detect Task Clones](image)

**Figure 6-3. Steps for detecting task clones from low-level processes**

To ease the adoption of recovered processes in practice, we developed a converter to automatically transform the process definitions from our proprietary schema to the XML schema recognized by the IBM WBM. Our recovered processes can be visualized in WBM. As shown in Figure 6-4, a business process recovered by the business process explorer is being visualized in WBM. Each element type in the process is represented by a different shape in the visual editor. Properties of each element can be modified by adjusting the values in the property editor. In the project navigator illustrated in Figure 6-4, a user can view the list of business data currently defined in the process. The visualization allows a business analyst to navigate through the
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recovered processes and to give more meaningful names to the tasks in recovered processes. Using WBM, business processes implemented in the source code can be kept up-to-date. We can also leverage the powerful features provided by WBM to analyze the recovered processes. For example, WBM provides a simulation tool that allows the user to simulate the execution of a process to locate possible design problems. Consequently, the process can be optimized to improve the performance of the organization which owns the e-commerce applications.

This business process explorer tool is developed by members in Software Reengineering Research Group at Queen’s University under the supervision of Professor Ying Zou. I developed the components that recover business processes from user interfaces and detect task clones.

![Visualizing recovered processes in IBM WBM](image)

*Figure 6-4. Visualizing recovered processes in IBM WBM*
Chapter 7
Case Studies

This chapter presents the case studies to evaluate the effectiveness of our business process recovery and task clone detection techniques.

To validate our proposed techniques, we applied business process explorer tool [30] to recover business processes from the studied applications and manually verified the recovered business processes. Since this thesis focuses on recovering high-level business processes starting from UIs, we only analyzed the results recovered from UI screens. Moreover, we applied task clone detection and process refinement techniques on the recovered business processes. With the help of the business process explorer tool, we established the mappings between business processes and source code in the UI and business logic tiers. We applied CCFinder to detect code clones in the UI tier, and CloneDR to locate code clones in the business logic tier. Furthermore, we developed a prototype tool, which has been integrated into the business process explorer, to analyze the results produced from the clone detection tools to identify task clones. Our tool consolidated repeated task groups into sub-processes and refined the process definitions. Finally, we manually verified the detected task clones and the refined business process definitions.

Section 7.1 introduces the characteristics of the 15 case study applications from 3 large open source projects. Section 7.2 describes the evaluation of our business processes recovery approach. Section 7.3 discusses the evaluation of the task clone detection approach.

7.1 Application Studied

We used 15 business applications in our case study. The applications come from three open source projects: OFBiz SequoiaERP [66], OFBiz Opentaps [58], and SMaCS[69]. Table 7-1 lists the characteristics of the studied applications.
### Table 7-1. Characteristics of the subject applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projects</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>User interface trier</th>
<th>Business logic trier</th>
<th>Database trier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Number of parsed files</td>
<td>Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SequoiaERP (0.8.0)</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>XML, FTL, JSP</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Java, XML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Catalog</td>
<td>XML, FTL, BSH</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>Java, XML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facility</td>
<td>XML, FTL, BSH</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>Java, XML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Content</td>
<td>XML, FTL, BSH</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>Java, XML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ecommerce</td>
<td>BSH, FTL</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>Java, XML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>XML, BSH</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Java, XML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>JSP, XML</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Java, XML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Order</td>
<td>XML, BSH, FTL</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>Java, XML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Party</td>
<td>XML, FTL, BSH</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Java, XML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Workeffort</td>
<td>XML, BSH</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Java, XML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opentaps (1.0.0)</td>
<td>Crmsfa</td>
<td>XML, FTL, BSH</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>Java, XML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Warehouse</td>
<td>XML, FTL, BSH</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>Java, XML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Purchasing</td>
<td>XML, FTL, BSH</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Java, XML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Financials</td>
<td>XML, FTL, BSH</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>Java, XML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMaCs</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>HTML, JSP, JavaScript</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 7.1.1 Characteristics of SequoiaERP and Opentaps

Both Opentaps and SequoiaERP are available as commercial projects by Open Source Strategies Inc and as open source projects. The open source projects provide the major functionality of the commercial projects and are developed by the same team of developers. We used the open source projects in our case study. SequoiaERP is an earlier version of Opentaps. Opentaps and SequoiaERP offer a suite of independent applications for ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning), CRM (Customer Relationship Management) and E-Commerce. SequoiaERP contains 10 applications [58]. Opentaps, as a new version of SequoiaERP, has more applications in
addition to the 10 applications in SequoiaERP. The newer versions of the 10 common applications have a better structured UI with fewer links among screens. To demonstrate the strength of our recovery techniques in handling complex UIs, we decided to use the older versions of the applications from SequoiaERP. We also used 4 additional applications from Opentaps. Similar to SequoiaERP, each of the applications in Opentaps is independent from others, and can be used separately. The detailed information for each application in Opentaps and SequoiaERP can be found at [58].

Both projects are built on the Apache Open for Business (OFBIZ) framework. The OFBIZ framework offers a common infrastructure for invoking back-end components and representing the UIs and data models for business applications. The framework defines an XML scripting language, called minilang, which allows developers to easily retrieve and update business data in databases. The screens and controller files are written in XML. The controller files configure the screens and specify the input and output of widgets displayed in screens. The controller files describe the parameters used in the interfaces of the invoked back-end components. The back-end components are implemented using Java or minilang. The data model files specify the business data used in an application. Each application in SequoiaERP and Opentaps is developed by different developers. Although each application must follow the infrastructure defined in the OFBIZ framework, OFBIZ still allows a great degree of flexibility for developers to exhibit their own coding styles. For example, developers can implement a task using different code blocks, or they can choose to implement a task as a single method.

7.1.2 Characteristics of SMaCS

To examine the generality of our approach, we selected SMaCS, another business application which does not depend on the OFBIZ framework. The application helps manage casual staff in an organization. The application has business processes for electronic bookkeeping of rosters and timesheets, and for generating pay schedules. In contrast to the OFBIZ
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applications, where the data beans are defined using data model files, SMaCS defines data beans using Java code. The methods in the data beans capture the SQL statements needed to access and update a particular business data stored in a database.

7.2 Business Process Recovery

The following sections will describe the case studies and discuss the results.

7.2.1 Measuring the Effectiveness of Business Process Recovery Techniques

There are two standard information retrieval metrics, precision and recall, used to evaluate the effectiveness of our recovery approach. Precision measures the ability of our approach to identify and exclude non-business relevant tasks from the recovered processes. Recall measures the ability of our approach to identify and include all business relevant tasks in the recovered processes. Eq. 2 measures the precision of our approach for recovering a business process. Eq. 3 measures the recall of our approach for recovering a business process. Misidentified tasks refer to the tasks which our approach identified incorrectly as business relevant tasks. Missed tasks refer to tasks which our approach did not identify. Each application contains several business processes so we reported the precision and recall of all the processes recovered from each application in our case study. We sought an approach with high precision to ensure that the practitioner’s time is not wasted examining irrelevant code or tasks, and with high recall to ensure that the practitioner does not miss any business relevant code or tasks.

\[
precision = \frac{\# \text{ of identified tasks} - \# \text{ of misidentified tasks}}{\# \text{ of identified tasks}} \tag{Eq. 2}
\]

\[
recall = \frac{\# \text{ of identified tasks} - \# \text{ of misidentified tasks}}{\# \text{ of identified tasks} - \# \text{ of misidentified tasks} + \# \text{ of missed tasks}} \tag{Eq. 3}
\]
7.2.2 Procedure for Evaluating Business Process Recovery Techniques

To measure precision and recall, we need to access fully documented business processes. However, in practice such documented processes do not exist and if the documentations exist they are usually incomplete. In our case study, we asked a research assistant (i.e., Mr. Kingchun (Derek) Foo) to manually inspect the source files and recovered business processes to verify the correctness (i.e., precision) and completeness (i.e., recall) of the recovered business processes. The inspector has experience developing business applications and did not participate in the development of our approach or our prototype tool.

The inspector studied the on-line documentation for the subject applications, and navigated through the different screens associated with each business process to better understand the overall structure of each process. The inspector used this acquired knowledge to determine the correctness of the recovered tasks.

To measure the precision of our approach for recovering a high-level process, the inspector executed the application and observed the screens in order to examine if the recovered tasks are business relevant or if they are misidentified tasks. To measure the recall of our approach, the inspector needed to identify tasks which are missing. To determine if there are any missing human tasks, the inspector ran through the screens of every process and compared the performed tasks with the tasks in the recovered processes.

7.2.3 Analyzing Results for Business Process Recovery

Table 7-2 presents the results of our case study. All of the recovered processes have precision and recall values which are above 99%. Table 7-2 summarizes the recovered high-level processes (HLP). For each application, we show the number of recovered high-level processes along with the number of human tasks recovered from screens, and the number of missed tasks as
Table 7-2. Evaluating the recovered high-level processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>UI and controller</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#of HLP</td>
<td>#of human tasks</td>
<td>#of missed tasks</td>
<td>#of misidentified tasks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SequoiaERP</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalog</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecommerce</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workeffort</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opentaps</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warehouse</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchasing</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crmsfa</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financials</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SMaCS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMaCS</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

well as misidentified tasks. Human tasks refer to tasks delivered by UI screens and require human interactions to the complete execution.

7.2.3.1 Analysis of Process Recovery Results for Studied Projects

*Analysis of results for SequoiaERP:* Table 7-2 presents the tasks recovered from the UI tier of the 10 applications of SequoiaERP. Our business process recovery approach achieves perfect precision and recall, since no missed or misidentified task is found.
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**Analysis of results for Opentaps:** Table 7-2 summarizes the tasks recovered from the UI tier of the four applications of Opentaps. Different from SequroiaERP, one missed task in Opentaps is due to the fact that although multiple buttons in a screen may link to the same back-end component, the actual back-end components to be executed are determined at run-time based on the clicked UI button. Our static analysis cannot capture information generated at run-time. Our approach achieves an average precision of 100% and an average recall of 99.92%.

**Analysis of results for SMaCS:** as presented in Table 7-2, our approach achieves 100% precision and recall rates for the SMaCS project, because there is no missed or misidentified task found.

7.2.3.2 Analysis of the Use of UI Design Patterns for Identifying Tasks

Our approach uses UI design patterns to abstract the large number of UI widgets to a limited number of human tasks. We sought to closely examine the precision of our approach in abstracting UI widgets into human tasks. Table 7-3 shows the precision for the human tasks recovery in high-level processes using UI design patterns. The table also indicates the percentage of tasks that are identified using the UI design patterns compared with the total tasks recovered from UI screens. For example, in the accounting application our approach achieves a 100% precision in identifying human tasks. Out of the 43 identified tasks recovered from UI screens, 41 tasks are identified using UI design patterns. Other human tasks recovered from screens without using UI design patterns are mapped from some important UI widgets which cannot be grouped into UI design patterns. For example, a link may transit the current screen to an external component. Ignoring this link will make the recovered business process incomplete. Therefore, we map this link into a task. The precision of our approach for identifying human tasks using UI design patterns is 100% for all the studied applications. Our results show that UI design patterns result in simpler processes with business relevant tasks.
Table 7-3. Tasks recovered using UI design patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Human task</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SequoiaERP</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>41/43=95.35%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>84/92=91.30%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>50/59=84.75%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>8/10=80.00%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>67/172=38.95%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>87/137=63.50%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalog</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>189/252=75.00%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workeffort</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>29/56=51.79%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>154/297=51.85%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecommerce</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100/109=91.74%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opentaps</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warehouse</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>261/488=53.48%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchasing</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>143/192=74.48%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crmsfa</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>220/341=64.52%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financials</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>222/301=73.75%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SMaCS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMaCS</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>61/61=100.00%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2.4 Threats to Validity and Limitations

We now discuss the different types of threats and limitations which may affect the validity of the results of our case study on recovering business processes.

**External Validity:** tackles the issues related to the generalization of the results. Among the 15 studied applications, 14 applications are based on the OFBiz framework. While Opentaps has undergone several updates from the initial SequoiaERP version, both projects share many design and coding aspects. To address this potential bias, we chose to analyze SMaCS, a non-OFBIZ project. All the studied applications use data beans for accessing databases. We should in the future study the benefits of our approach using more projects to determine if our approach works well in other applications and domains.
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In our case study, a research assistant, as a code inspector, evaluated the recovered processes. Our code inspector has experience in developing business applications and studied the on-line documentation from the applications. It is hard to find a professional business analyst to perform such time-consuming task. Business analysts usually have limited technical background. An analyst with limited programming knowledge would not be able to provide feedback on the effectiveness of our static tracing approach. In the future we plan to conduct a smaller evaluation using a business analyst. The analyst can provide more feedback on the meaningfulness of a small number of recovered processes and would help enhance our results so they are more acceptable in practice.

Internal Validity: is concerned with the issues related to the design of our case study. The manual inspection introduces bias since a single code inspector could make mistakes. We should have recruited additional code inspectors and evaluated the agreement between their analyses. Unfortunately, we were not able to recruit more code inspectors with sufficient knowledge about business processes and who can spend considerable time to manually inspect our results. In future, we plan to conduct our experiments involving more code inspectors to evaluate our business process recovery results. Based on the agreement between their analyses, we will get more accurate evaluations of our process recover techniques. Our use of static tracing has limitations as observed in the case study. We will explore the use of dynamic analysis in a future study.

7.3 Clone Detection

The following sections will discuss the case study applied to evaluate our clone detection techniques.
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7.3.1 Measuring the Effectiveness of Task Clone Detection Techniques

Metric precision is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the results for identifying task clones. The precision metric (Eq. 4) evaluates the ability of our approach to correctly identify task clones. We cannot use recall criteria to evaluate the completeness of the detected task clones, since we are not able to get the complete set of all task clones existing in business processes.

\[
\text{precision} = \frac{\text{# of identified task clones} - \text{# of misidentified task clones}}{\text{# of identified task clones}} \quad (\text{Eq. 4})
\]

7.3.2 Procedure for Evaluating Clone Detection Techniques

For each studied application, we applied different thresholds to detect task clones from the UI tier and the business logic tier. We evaluated and compared the effectiveness of different thresholds to get ideal thresholds.

When we evaluated the effectiveness of our approach, we manually verified the detected task clones through comparing the corresponding code implementation and recognizing the refactoring opportunity. The task clones, which provide similar functionalities and have similar implementation containing code clones that can be resolved, are identified as correct task clones; the task clones, which are implemented by code fragments in similar format but deliver different functionalities, are recognized as misidentified task clones. We calculated the precision for each studied application. We also grouped similar task clone sequences into sub-processes and counted the number of identified sub-processes. A sub-process is composed of task clones and similar control flows and reflects the restructuring opportunity in business process level.

In the following sections we analyzed the experiment results got from the UI tier and the business logic tier of each studied application.
7.3.3 Analyzing Task Clone Results from UI Tiers

Table 7-4. Performance of our approach for detecting task clones from the UI tier using different thresholds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarity threshold value</th>
<th># of identified task clones</th>
<th># of correctly identified task clones</th>
<th># of misidentified task clones</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SequoiaERP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>77.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>96.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>99.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opentaps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>91.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMaCS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>90.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-5. Summary of detected task clones from the UI tier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th># of task clones</th>
<th># of misidentified task clones</th>
<th>Total # of tasks</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th># of identified sub-processes</th>
<th># of identified sub-process instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>76.92%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>90.91%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>95.24%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalog</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>94.12%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>97.50%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>98.08%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workforce</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecommerce</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warehouse</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchasing</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crmsfa</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financials</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMaCS</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7-4 summarizes the performance of different thresholds to detect task clones located in the UI tiers. Table 7-5 presents the results for each studied application using the selected similarity threshold. All the applications are analyzed to detect task clones from the UI tier. For each application, Table 7-5 shows the number of detected task clones and the number of tasks recovered from UI screens. Table 7-5 also presents the number of misidentified task clones and identified sub-processes. The following sections will describe how to choose an ideal threshold value for each application and discuss the details of task clones detected from the UI tier of each studied application.

7.3.3.1 Analysis of Task Clones Located in the UI Tier of SequoiaERP

As summarized in Table 7-4, we chose three similarity thresholds (i.e., 40%, 50% and 60%) to evaluate the precision of our approach for detecting task clones in the UI tier of SequoiaERP. The higher similarity threshold achieves higher precision. The lower threshold values are able to identify more task clones. However, the number of misidentified task clones increases dramatically. With the similarity threshold value of 60%, the precision is 99.03% with only 2 misidentified task clones. Using the similarity threshold value of 40%, the precision is decreased to 77.05% with 84 misidentified task clones. The 84 misidentified task clones include the 2 misidentified task clones with similarity above than 60%, 8 misidentified task clones with similarity between 50% and 60%, and 74 misidentified task clones with similarity between 40% and 50%. These misidentified task clones are resulted from the code clones contributing to the common layout of tasks. For example, some misidentified task clones are mapped from input forms containing buttons defined by identical tags that make the implementing code blocks similar. However, the business data submitted by these forms and the back-end operations invoked by these forms are totally different. When we chose the threshold value, we aimed at keeping a balance between the ability to detect significant amounts of task clones and the ability
to filter out misidentified task clones. Therefore, a threshold value of 50% is the most ideal threshold since it achieves good precision in comparison.

Table 7-5 presents the results for each application in SequoiaERP that was studied using the similarity threshold of 50%. We manually verified each task clone by comparing the code fragments of the tasks identified as clones to check whether these code fragments are similar, deliver similar functionalities and suggest the refactoring opportunity.

The correctly identified task clones are implemented by identical or similar tags (e.g., table, form and link tags). For example, some HTML forms are copied and pasted into other applications or continue to be slightly modified to implement cloned tasks. These correctly identified task clones suggest the refactoring opportunity which involves resolving clones in the corresponding code fragments.

For the misidentified task clones (e.g., the two misidentified task clones from Accounting and Manufacturing) in the UI tier of SequoiaERP, the corresponding UI implementations have the similar UI layout structure, but work on different contents. The average precision for the task clones recovered from UI source code is 96.15%. We also identified 2 distinct sub-processes through grouping cloned tasks and identical tasks. Each sub-process has 5 instances which use the same control flows to coordinate cloned tasks or the same tasks.

7.3.3.2 Analysis of Task Clones Located in the UI Tier of Opentaps

As presented in Table 7-4, we tried different threshold values (i.e., 50%, 60% and 70%) to evaluate the precision of task clones detected from the UI tier of Opentaps. Both of threshold values 60% and 70% provide the 100% precision and the lower threshold value is able to find more task clones. Threshold 60% identifies 23 more correct task clones than threshold 70% does. Threshold 50% provides 22 more correct task clones than threshold 60% does, but also introduces 20 more misidentified task clones which have similarities between 50% and 60%. The misidentified task clones share similar layout but deliver different functionalities. For example,
two tasks respectively mapped from a table and a form are mistakenly recognized as task clones since the two widgets contain a lot of cells (e.g., TD tags) sharing similar layout attributes (e.g., width and alignment), but the functionalities delivered by the two tasks are different. The task mapped from tables allows users to browse information; the task mapped from forms supports users to edit and update business data. The 20 misidentified task clones decreases the precision from 100% to 91.97 %. Therefore, compared with values 50% and 70%, value 60% is more ideal.

Table 7-5 presents the details of clone results got from the UI tier of Opentaps using threshold 60% and amounts of detected task clones as well as identified sub-processes. No misidentified task clone is found from the results got by threshold 60%. The identified task clones are delivered by similar UI widgets implemented by cloned tags. Cloned overlapped code fragments also exist in some task clones and make the functionalities delivered by these tasks to be more similar. For example, one input form can participate in the implementation of multiple tasks. In Table 7-5, we got perfect precision for the results of Opentaps, and identified 6 different sub-processes each of which has 2 sub-process instances. The 2 instances of a sub-process deliver similar functional units by including groups of task clones.

7.3.3.3 Analysis of Task Clones Located in the UI Tier of SMaCS

As depicted in Table 7-4, we evaluated the effectiveness of detecting task clones with different threshold values (i.e., 40%, 50% and 60%) from the UI tier of SMaCS. Both of thresholds 50% and 60% can achieve perfect precision, and value 50% detects 5 more correct task clones than value 60% does. Therefore, value 50% is more effective than value 60%. Threshold 40% finds 2 more task clones than threshold 50% does, but these 2 task clones are misidentified. Therefore, value 50% has better performance in task clone detection than value 40%. The 2 misidentified task clones are caused by widgets that share similar layout structure, but work on different content.
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Table 7-5 presents the details of task clones detected from the UI tier of SMaCS using threshold 50%. 20 task clones are found among all 61 tasks recovered from UI screens. No misidentified task clone is introduced by threshold 50%. Each task and its task clones, which are implemented with cloned tags (e.g., HTML and JSP tags), operate on similar business data and suggest the refactoring opportunity. There is no sub-process identified.

7.3.4 Analyzing Task Clone Results from Business Logic Tiers

Table 7-6 summarizes the performance of different threshold values to identify task clones from the business logic tier of each studied application. We tried different thresholds in order to find an ideal value that can recognize task clones with differences in the implementations and avoid introducing too many misidentified task clones.

Table 7-7 presents the task clone detection results from the business logic tier of each application with selected threshold values. Table 7-7 shows the details of clone detection results, such as the number of detected task clones, the number of misidentified task clones and precision for each application.

Table 7-6. Performance of our approach for detecting task clones from the business logic tier using different thresholds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarity threshold value</th>
<th># of identified task clones</th>
<th># of correctly identified task clones</th>
<th># of misidentified task clones</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SequioaERP</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>94.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>94.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>93.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opentaps</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>94.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>96.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>96.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SMaCS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>92.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 7-7. Summary of detected task clones from the business logic tier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th># of task clones</th>
<th># of misidentified task clones</th>
<th>Total # of tasks</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th># of identified-sub-processes</th>
<th># of identified-sub-process instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility/Catalog</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>87.50%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkEffort</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecommerce</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SequoiaERP (Similarity threshold = 30%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th># of task clones</th>
<th># of misidentified task clones</th>
<th>Total # of tasks</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th># of identified-sub-processes</th>
<th># of identified-sub-process instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warehouse</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchasing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crmsfa</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>97.22%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financials</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>93.33%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Opentaps (Similarity threshold = 30%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th># of task clones</th>
<th># of misidentified task clones</th>
<th>Total # of tasks</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th># of identified-sub-processes</th>
<th># of identified-sub-process instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| SMaCS (Similarity threshold = 30%)
| SMaCS            | 24               | 0                              | 410              | 100.00%   | 1                             | 2                                    |

The following sections will first describe how to choose the threshold value for each project and then discuss the details of task clones in business logic tier detected with the selected threshold values.

7.3.4.1 Analysis of Task Clones Located in the Business Logic Tier of SequoiaERP

Table 7-6 summarizes the results for detecting task clones from the business logics of SequoiaERP when three similarity threshold values (i.e., 20%, 30% and 40%) are selected. There is no difference of the results got by using threshold values 20% and 30% due to the same number of detected task clones and the same amount of misidentified task clones. The results for the threshold value of 40% give lower precision, since the correctly identified task clones are reduced. Therefore, the threshold value 20% or 30% is better than value 40%. In Table 7-6, thresholds 20%, 30% and 40% introduce the same 4 misidentified task clones since the 4 task clones have similarity above than 40%. These 4 misidentified task clones are mapped from
different method invocation statements in similar format and mistakenly identified as code clones, but different functionalities are delivered by these different method invocations.

Table 7-7 lists the results of detected task clones in the business logic tier of SequoiaERP, when the similarity threshold value of 30% is chosen. The detected task clones contain cloned code and cloned overlapped code. Cloned code fragments contribute to the implementations of multiple tasks and these cloned code fragments might be slightly modified, such as changing variable names. For example, two task clones’ implementations can contain similar statement sequences using different variable names. The cloned overlapped code fragments can be shared by the implementations of multiple task clones and make the corresponding functionalities more similar. The restructuring opportunity is suggested by task clones. For example, task clones implemented by identical code blocks can be eliminated through procedure extraction [45].

As shown in Table 7-7, there are 4 misidentified task clones introduced in the business logic tier of SequoiaERP using threshold 30%. As have explained before, the misidentified task clones deliver distinct functionalities by invoking different methods. However, the methods have very similar structures and are identified as almost identical cloned statements. In the Order application, only two task clones are detected and misidentified due to above reason. As a result, the precision is 0. The applications Facility and Catalog share the same business logic tier, results for these two applications are shown in the same row. The average precision for detecting task clones from the business logic tier of SequoiaERP is 94.20%. From the business logic tier, we identified 14 different sub-processes which totally have 30 sub-process instances. The instances of the same sub-process use identical control flows to connect groups of task clones.

7.3.4.2 Analysis of Task Clones Located in the Business Logic Tier of Opentaps

As presented in Table 7-6, we applied three different threshold values (i.e., 20%, 30% and 40%) on Opentaps to detect task clones from the business logic tier. Threshold 20% introduces 6 misidentified task clones and 4 of them are also introduced by thresholds 30% and 40%, since the
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4 task clones have similarity above than 40%. The 4 misidentified task clones are resulted by the misidentified code clones (e.g., different method invocation statements in similar format) or the cloned utility statements which contribute to the similarity of code blocks mapped into tasks rather than the functionalities delivered by tasks. Another 2 misidentified task clones only introduced by threshold 20% are mapped from a set of misidentified code clones in similar format. For example, different assignment statements involving different types of variables on the left side and different method invocations on the right side are mistakenly recognized as near identical code clones due to the similar structure of the statements. The 2 misidentified task clones only introduced by threshold 20% make the result of threshold 20% has lower precision than the result of threshold 30%; the decreased number of correct task clones identified by threshold 40% leads the result of threshold 40% to have lower precision than the result of threshold 30%. Therefore, threshold value 30% has better performance than values 20% and 40% thanks to the precision and the number of detected task clones.

Table 7-7 presents the number of task clones detected from the business logic tier of each application from Opentaps under threshold value 30%. Similar as the situation in SequoiaERP, the detected task clones’ implementations involve cloned overlapped code and cloned code that can be factored out by restructuring the source code.

We only found 4 misidentified task clones from applications Crmsfa and Financials as shown in Table 7-7. Two of the misidentified task clones are caused by different method invocation statements, which share similar format and are mistakenly recognized as almost identical code clones. However, different functionalities are delivered by the different method invocations and the corresponding tasks are not task clones. Another two misidentified task clones involve cloned utility statements in their implementations. These cloned utility statements are used to capture exceptions but still use business data, and therefore are grouped into corresponding tasks and make the implementing code fragments similar. However, the
functionalities delivered by the two misidentified task clones are still different, since there are few implementation code fragments similar except the cloned utility statements.

The overall precision for detecting task clones from the business logic tier of the four applications in Opentaps is 96.15%. We identified 17 different sub-processes each of which has 2 sub-process instances. The two instances belonging to the same sub-process coordinate task clones with the same control flows.

7.3.4.3 Analysis of Task Clones Located in the Business Logic Tier of SMaCS

As shown in Table 7-6, we tried different threshold values (i.e., 20%, 30% and 40%) to detect task clones from the business logic tier of SMaCS. The results got by value 20% contain two more task clones than the results obtained by value 30%, but these two task clones are misidentified since they are mapped from different code fragments (e.g., method invocations) in similar format and structure. This decreases the precision from 100% to 92.31%. Both of the results provided by value 30% and 40% contain the same amount of detected task clones and don’t include any misidentified task clones. Therefore, the value 30% or 40% is better than value 20%.

Table 7-7 shows the details of the task clones detected from the business logic tier of SMaCS with threshold value 30%. The number of detected task clones and misidentified task clones are presented. Using threshold 30%, there is no misidentified task clone introduced. The detected task clones are contributed by both of cloned and cloned overlapped code fragments. These code clones, which are resulted by copy and paste actions applied in the task implementations, can be resolved through restructuring the source code. The restructuring process can result to resolve corresponding task clones.

We extracted 1 sub-process as a result of grouping cloned tasks and the same tasks. This sub-process has 2 instances that deliver similar functional units by connecting groups of task clones with the same control flows.
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7.3.5 Summary of Task Clone Detection Techniques

The correctly identified task clones recovered from UI tiers are implemented by cloned tags (e.g., table, form and link tags) and deliver similar functionalities. Cloned overlapped codes can also appear in the implementation of task clones. For instance, one tag node can be involved with the implementation of multiple task clones to contribute to similar functionalities. The misidentified task clones located in UI tiers are mapped from UI widgets which share similar layout but work on different contents and provide different functionalities.

Correctly identified task clones in business logic tiers are implemented by cloned code fragments as well as cloned overlapped code fragments. Cloned code fragments can be identical or slightly modified. Cloned overlapped code fragments make the delivered functionalities more similar. Misidentified task clones in business logic tiers are caused by two reasons as follows:

1) Misidentified code clones are mapped into misidentified task clones. For example, misidentified task clones can be mapped from different method invocation statements sharing similar structure and recognized as code clones, but the functionalities invoked by these statements are different.

2) Utility code clones make the implementations of tasks similar but with different functionality. Specially, we use business data as heuristic [35][36] to identify business tasks. When utility functions take business data as input or return business data as output, such utility functions are misidentified as task implementations. Tasks implemented using cloned utility code may be identified as task clones due to the similar implementation, but the delivered the functionality may be different.
Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future work

We present an approach for automatically recovering business processes from user interfaces, and detecting task clones in business processes recovered from a business application. We design and develop the approach as well as integrate it into our BPE (Business Process Explorer) tool. The effectiveness of our approach is demonstrated through the case study using 15 business applications. In this chapter, we summarize the contributions of our thesis and discuss future work related to our research.

8.1 Thesis Contributions

**Automatic techniques to recover business tasks and control flows from user interfaces:** recovering business processes from UIs is a difficult task due to complex widget structures and arbitrary page transitions. We improve the work in [35][36] using UI design patterns to identify the starting point of business processes, capture tasks with proper granularity and identify control flows among tasks. Moreover, we implement the traceability between business tasks and UI code blocks through recording the position (e.g, line numbers and XPath expressions) of UI code blocks mapped into a task. With the traceability, software developers can quickly locate the code blocks corresponding to changed tasks and modify the code.

**Automated strategies to detect task clones in business processes and refine business process definitions:** detecting task clones in business processes is an important and challenging endeavor. Business analysts can use task clones to optimize and refactor business processes. However clone detection techniques operate and report results at the source code level. Our clone detection approach uses traditional source code clone detection techniques to detect clones in
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business applications and lifts the detected clones to the business process level. The results of the analysis are shown using business process entities (i.e., tasks and sub-processes) which business analysts are familiar with, instead of showing the results using methods and lines of code which software developers are more familiar with.

8.2 Limitations and Future Work

The work in this thesis has the following four major limitations. First, the evaluation of recovered business processes is conducted by a single source code inspector. The evaluation process are prone to be affected by the code inspector's bios and mistakes. Second, the business process recovery techniques applied on UIs rely on UI design patterns. However, if user interfaces of business applications do not involve with UI design patterns or just contain very few UI design patterns, our techniques may just be able to identify few business tasks from UIs. In this case, the recovered business processes may not effectively reflect the human tasks and control flows delivered by UIs. Third, our business process recovery techniques applied on UIs cannot identify parallel control flows, due the complexity that multiple threads of control can be executed autonomously and independently. Fourth, our current clone detection techniques do not analyze data flows which are important components of business process structures.

In the future, the work can be extended in following six directions:

**Recruiting more code inspectors to evaluate the business process recovery results:** we plan to recruit more code inspectors to verify the recovered business processes. Then, based on the agreement between their analyses we can get more fair evaluation of our business process recovery results.

**Summarizing and recognizing more UI design patterns:** we summarize the features of a few UI design patterns and detect these patterns so as to recover business processes from UIs.
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However, there are still many UI design patterns that we have not analyzed and might appear in the UI of business applications. A further study can be conducted to summarize and detect other UI design patterns, and extract control flows and tasks from these patterns.

**Recovering business processes from other UIs except web-based UIs:** our prototype tool supports to recover business processes from web-based UIs that are implemented with various languages such as HTML, XML and JSP. The web-based UI interacts with users through generating web pages and relies on web browsers. However, the UI of business applications can be implemented with other techniques (e.g., Java Swing [38]) and presented on computer monitors without relying on web browsers. In the future, we can implement parsers to analyze UIs which do not rely on web browsers.

**Detecting parallel control flows from business applications:** currently, we have not found an approach to identify parallel control flows from user interfaces due to the complexity of parallel control flows involving multiple threads of control. When we trace page navigations through static analysis, we are able to find the sequence, alternative and loop relations among pages. In the future, probably we can try to find UI design patterns which support parallel operations and extract parallel control flows from those patterns.

**Clone detections in complete business process structures:** our clone detection approach identifies clones in tasks and control flows. In the future, the clone detection work can be extended to the complete structure of business processes, such as including data flow components. Data flows play an important role in business processes. Given a syntactically correct business process, errors can occur during process execution due to incorrect data flows. A business task often delivers its functionality through processing business data. Processing identical business data, business tasks are prone to involve similar operations applied on these
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data. Therefore, the similarities of data flows of two tasks or processes can more or less reflect
the similarity between the tasks or processes.

Refactoring clones detected in business processes: our clone detection approach focuses on
detecting and denoting task clones as well as grouping task clones into sub-processes. The
business process definitions are refined to explicitly denote the clone information which suggests
the restructuring opportunities, but we haven’t resolved the clones in business processes. The
future work could resolve the detected clones (e.g., cloned tasks and identified sub-processes) to
optimize business processes.
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